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 ALGORITHMS AND DATA STRUCTURES
Lesson Nine

9 Search Tables II
 


9.1  Binary search in ordered array.

Binary search in an ordered array is a non-sequential (non-linear) search process.

Let the array implementing the table consists of items for which is valid:

A[1].Key < A[2].Key< ... < A[n].Key

and let for the searched key K be valid:

A[1].Key <= K <= A[n].Key

then, the principle of searching can be described in the following words:

Searched key K is compared with the item in the middle  of an array A, limited by left and right index. Index of the middle  item is defined by index  = (left+right) div 2. If key fits to the middle item, search finishes successfully. If not, the key K is compared with the middle item and if the searched key K is less than the middle item, the next searching area is defined by left index and (middle-1) as the right boundary.  Symmetrically, if the searched key is greater than the middle 
item, the next searching area is defined by (middle+1) as the left boundary and  right index. The search is finished as not-successful, if the index of the right boundary is greater than index of the left boundary. The algorithm has the form:

left:=1;  (* left boundary *)
right:=n;  (* right boundary *)
repeat
  middle:=(left+right) div 2;
  if K < A[middle].Key
  then right:=middle - 1    (* searched item is on the left half *)
  else left:= middle +1;    (* searched item is on the right half *)
until (K=A[middle].Key) or (right < left);

Search:= K=A[middle].Key;

(* if Search then item A[Middle] is searched item and i is access index to it *)

9.1.1 Analysis of the time complexity of the algorithm: 

Successful search is determined by the position of the item. The worst case is the lg(n) steps, where lg(n) is logarithm with the base (2) of n. 

Unsuccessful search has the same value as the worst case of successful search - lg(n). This time-complexity is called logarithmic and it is much more efficient than linear search complexity of sequential algorithms.

Decision tree representation of the binary search for array [1..17]
Decision tree node: middle=(left+right)div2.

The termination test is based on equality of left and right.
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9.2  Dijkstra's variant of binary search.

Dijkstra's variant is a variant for the special case of searching, where multiple equal items are allowed. If the key is searched, and there are more items with the same value of the key, the search algorithm finds the left (or right) most item.

Example expresses the variant for searching the rightmost item.

Let is: A[1].Key <= A[2].Key <= ... <= A[n-1].key < A[n].Key

(Notice, that all items are "les or equal", only the leftmost couple has the relation "less" (without equal).

For searched key is valid:
  A[1].Key <= K  < A[n].Key. 

(Notice the non symmetrical relation of the key to boundary items). 

Algorithm of Dijkstra's variant, searching the rightmost from the series of equal keys has the form:

left:=1;
right:=n;
while right <> (left+1) do begin
  middle:=(left+right) div 2;
  if A[middle].Key <= K
  then left:=middle
  else right:=middle
end;

Search:= K=A[middle].Key;

(* if Search then item A[middle] is the rightmost item from the series of items with the same value of keys. *)


Example:

In the array:  1,2,3,4,5,5,6,6,6,8,9,13   the algorithm finds the key K=6 on the 8th position :     ^

In the array: 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,2  the algorithm finds the K=1 on the10th position.

Decision tree representation of Dijkstra's variant for an array [1..17].
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9.2.1 Analysis of the time complexity of the algorithm: 

Both successful and unsuccessful search of Dijkstra's variant has the same complexity given by formula lg(n). 



9.3 Fibonacci Search

Fibonacci sequence is given by recursive formula:

A[0]=0;
A[1]=1;
for i>1   A[i+1]= A[i-1]+A[i]

for example:

i
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
F(i)
0
1
1
2
3
5
8
13
21
34
55
89


Fibonacci sequence is similar in course features to binomial sequence.

Fibonacci tree (F-tree) is defined by the rules:

	F-tree of  lst order consists from F(l-1) non-terminal nodes and from F(l+1) terminal nodes.


	if l=0 or l=1 the tree is represented only by the root and simultaneously terminal node [0]. 


	if l>=2 then the root of the tree is represented by the root F(l) and its left sub-tree is the F-tree of (l-1) order and   its right sub-tree is the F-tree of (l-2) order, the nodes of which are incremented by the value F(l).


F-tree for the array [0..12].
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The principle, which is in binary search derived from binary tree is in Fibonacci search similar, but derived from F-tree.

Moving to the left part of an array (tree):
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new m:=m-q => 5

new p:= old q = 3
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Moving to the right part of an array (tree)
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K>A[m].Key 
new m:= m+q  =>11
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new q:=q- new p => 1 (+8=9)
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Search algorithm has the form:

m:=F(l);
p:=F(l-1);
q:=F(l-2);

TERM:=false;
while (K<>A[m].Key) and not TERM do begin
  if K<A[m].Key
  then (* search continues in the left sub-tree *)
    if q=0
    then TERN:=true (* search ends on the left zero-like terminal of 
                        zero order*)
    else begin  (* moving left son along the diagonal *)
      m:=m-q;
      p1:=q;
      q1:=p-q;
      p:=p1;
      q:=q1;
   else (* search continues in the right sub-tree *)
    if p=1
    then TERM:=true (* search ends on the right 1-like terminal of
                       first order *)
    else begin (* setting of new values of m, p and q in the right 
                  sub-tree *)
      m:=m+q;
      p:=p-q;
      q:=q-p
    end; (* if 
  end; (* while *)
  Search:= not TERM;


The most important feature (and advantage) of Fibonacci search is avoiding multiplicative operations - here dividing by two. There are some cases of non-binary arithmetic systems  (Binary-coded-decimal), where multiplication and division are very time-consuming operations. Fibonacci search makes dividing of the interval to two sub-intervals (nearly like halving) only by additive operations! 
  

9.3.1  Insert and delete operations

As the base structure of a search table is an ordered array, the insert operation is the same as in sequential (linear) search in ordered array. The massive of items should be moved by one index to the left and new item is inserted to freed space and the counter of items is increased by one. 

The delete operation is done by move of massive of items by one index to left and decreasing of the counter of items.



9.4  Binary search trees

Binary search tree (BST) is "ordered binary tree" for all nodes of which there is the rule saying that keys of nodes of left sub-tree are less than the key in current node and all keys in the right sub-tree are greater than the key in current node.

Example of  BSTs.
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         ======================================================================
The "Inorder pass" through the BST gives the sequence ordered by the key value!!!

The "inorder" pass through the left above shown BST gives the sequence: "10, 20, 25, 40, 41, 43, 45, 47, 50, 60, 65, 80, 90".

=====================================================================

Let are the types:

TPtr=^TNode;
TNode=record
        Key:TKey; (*  often integer or char or string *)
        Data:TData;
        LPtr,RPtr:TPtr
      end;


9.4.1 Recursive search as function:

function Search(RootPtr:TPtr; K:TKey):Boolean;
(* RootPtr is root pointer of the BST; Search is true if the Key part of the node equals the K *) 
begin
   if RootPtr<>nil
   then
     if RootPtr^.Key=K
     then 
       Search:=true
     else
       if RootPtr^.Key>K
       then (* search continues in the left subtree *)
         Search:=Search(RootPtr^.LPtr,K)
       else (* search continues in the right subtree *)
          Search:=Search(RootPtr^.RPtr,K)
   else (* path finishes in the leaf - not successful search *)
     Search:=false
end;

Variant of the search as procedure:

procedure SearchTree(var RootPtr:TPtr; K:TKey);
(* Proceure returns the pointer to found node in the var parameter RootPtr or nil if not found *)
begin
  if RootPtr<>nil
  then 
    if RootPtr^.Key <> k

    then 
         if RootPtr^.Key > K
         then begin
              SearchTree(RootPtr^.LPtr,K)
         else SearchTree(RootPtr^.RPtr,K)
   
end; (* procedure *)



9.4.2  Nonrecursive search as function:

function Search(RootPtr:TPtr; K:TKey):Boolean;
var Fin:Boolean (* Cycle control variable *)
begin
   Search:=false;
   Fin:=RootPtr=nil;
   while not Fin do begin
     if RootPtr^.Key=K
     then begin
       Fin:=true;
       Search:=true;
     end else begin
        if RootPtr^.Key > K
        then RootPtr:=RootPtr^.LPtr  (* Continue in the left subtree *)
     else 
        RootPtr:=RootPtr^.RPtr; (* Continue in the right subtree *)
        if RootPtr=nil
        then Fin:=true
  end; (* while *)
end; (* function *)


Exercise:

Create non-recursive procedure which :

a) returns the Boolean Search parameter and pointer WherePtr of found  node (not defined for Search=false)

   procedure InsertSearch1(RootPtr:TPtr; K:TKey; var Search:Boolean; 
                          var WherePtr:TPtr);

b) returns the Where pointer to found node or nil for not found.
   procedure InsertSearch2(RootPtr:TPtr; K:TKey; var WherePtr:TPtr);


9.4.3 Recursive insert operation in BST.

New item is inserted as leaf (terminal node). The insert operation is very fast. The BST is very efficient because of its dynamism.

procedure Insert (var RootPtr:TPtr; K:TKye; El:TData);
begin
  if RootPtr=nil
  then begin (* create te new node *)
     new(RootPtr);
     with RootPtr^ do begin
       Key:=K;
       LPtr:=nil;
       RPtr:=nil;
       Data:=El
     end
  end else begin
     if K<RootPtr^.Key
     then Insert(RootPtr^.LPtr,K,El) (* continue in the left subtree *)
     else 
         if K>RootPtr^.Key
         then Insert(RootPtr^.RPtr,K,El) (* continue in the right  subtree *)
         else RootPtr^.Data:=El  (* rewrite the old data by new ones *)
end; (* procedure *)


9.4.4  Non-recursive Insert operation

procedure Insert (var RootPtr:TPtr; T:TKey; El:TData);
var
  TmpPtr, WherePtr:TPtr;
  Found:Boolean;
  procedure InsertSearch1(RootPtr:TPtr;k:TKey;var Found:Boolean; var where:TPtr);
  var Ptr:TPtr;
  begin
     if RootPtr=nil
     then begin 
       found:=false;
       where:=nil;
     end else
       repeat
          where:=RootPtr;
          if RootPtr^.key > k
          then
             RootPtr:=RootPtr^.LPtr
          else 
             if RootPtr^.key < key
             then 
               RootPtr:=RootPtr^.RPtr
             else
                found:=true
      until found or (RootPtr=nil)
  end; (* proceure *)        

begin
  InsertSearch1(RootPtr,K,Found,WherePtr);
  (* procedure was created as the above mentioned exercise *)
  if Found 
  then 
    WherePtr^.Data:=El; (* rewriting the old data by new one *)
  else begin
    new(TmpPtr); (* creation the new terminal node *)
    with TmpPtr^ do begin
      Data:=El;
      Key:=K;
      LPtr:=nil;
      RPtr:=nil;
    end; (* with *)
    if WherePtr=nil
    then RootPtr:=TmpPtr; (* Tree was empty; new node becomes the root *)
    else (* tree is not empty, new node is linked to node *)
      if WherePtr^.Key>K
      then (* node is linked to the left *)                                    
        WherePtr^.LPtr:=TmpPtr  
      else (* node is linked to the right *)
        WherePtr^.Ptr:=TmpPtr
  end (* if Found *)
end; (* procedure *)



9.4.5  Deleting the node in BST.

Deleting the node in the BST is more difficult than inserting. 
a) It is not difficult to delete the terminal node: 
To delete the terminal node f the pointer from b to f is set to nil.
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b) It is not difficult to delete the node with only one sub-tree:
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Subtree linked to the deleted node is linked to the father of the deleted node.

c) To delete the node with two sub-trees is done according to this technique: 
   Find the rightmost node of the left sub-tree right diagonal. The "rightmost" node  has only one sub-tree. Rewrite the data of node which is to be deleted by the data of found rightmost node and delete the rightmost node (what is to be done according to the rule a) or b).

Symmetric technique finds the leftmost node at left diagonal in the right sub-tree. Rewrites the node to be deleted by its data and delete the leftmost node. 







Example:

To delete node (7), find the rightmost node on the right diagonal of left sub-tree. It is node (6). Rewrite the (7) by (6). The modified tree fulfils the rules for BST.                                         
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Symmetric solution finds the leftmost node on the left diagonal of the right sub-tree. It is (8). Rewrite the (7) by (8). The modified tree fulfils the rules for BST.
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The recursive notation of procedure Insert is not simple. It uses nested recursive procedure:

procedure Delete(var RootPtr:TPtr; K:TKey);

(* If procedure finds the node with the key K, t rewrites the data of the found node. In other cases it follows the above mentioned rules *)

var
  TmpPtr:TPtr;
procedure Del(var Ptr:TPtr);
(* Auxiliary procedure moves along the rightmost branch (diagonal) of the left sub-tree of deleted node TmpPtr and look for the rightmost node Ptr. When it finds the node, the node TmpPtr is rewritten by the data of node Ptr  and Ptr is made free for later disposing *)

begin
  if Ptr^.RPtr <>nil
  then 
     Del(Ptr^.RPtr) (* continue in the right subtree *)
  else begin (* rightmost node found; rewriting and releasing the node *)
     TmpPtr^.Data:=Ptr^.Data;
     TmpPtr^.Key:=Ptr^.Key;
     TmpPtr:=Ptr;
     Ptr:=Ptr^.LPtr (* releasing the Ptr node ! Careful! Ptr is in the procedure Del the pointer of node superior to node Ptr^ *)
  end
end; (* of auxiliary procedure Del *)

begin (* start of main procedure Delete *)
  if RootPtr <> nil
  then (* search not finished; searched node still may be in the BST *)
    if K < RootPtr^.Key
    then 
      Delete (RootPtr^.LPtr,K) (* continue in the left sub-tree *)
    else 
      if K > RootPtr
      then Delete(RootPtr^.RPtr,K)  (* continue in the right sub-tree *)
      else begin (* node RootPtr is to be deleted *)
        TmpPtr:=RootPtr;
        if TmpPtr^.RPtr=nil
        then (* node has no right subtree; rule b) is followed *)
           RootPtr:=TmpPtr^.LPtr
        else (* node has right subtree; it will be rewritten by the 
                rightmost node in the left sub-tree by the procedure Del *)
          if TmpPtr^.LPtr=nil
          then
            RootPtr:=TmpPtr^.RPtr (* attaching the right sub-tree *)
          else
            Del(TmpPtr^.LPtr);
        dispose (TmpPtr); (* releasing the node *)
      end
  else (* here may be message or reaction on the fact that the key was  not found; normally no action takes place *)
end (* delete *).


9.4.6  Nonrecursive operation delete

Non-recursive procedure for deleting is perhaps more transparent but much more complex. Here is its short design:

procedure Delete (var RootPtr:TPtr; K:TKey);
begin
   DeleteSearch(RootPtr,K.Found,FatherLeft,GrandFatherPtr,FatherPtr);
   (* Procedure searches K in the BST RootPtr. If RootPtr = nil, then       Found=false and Father and GrandFather are not defined; If found  node is the Root, then GrandFather=nil, father=Root, Found=true and FatherLeft is not defined. If the found node is inner node of  the tree, so Found=true, GrandFather is node superior to Father,  FatherLeft=true if Father is left son of the Grandfather. If the  key is not found, Found=false and other parameters are not defined *);

   if Found
   then begin
     if FatherPtr^.RPtr=nil
     then begin (* deleted node has no right sub-tree *)
       if GrandFatherPtr=nil
       then begin
         RootPre:=FatherPtr^.LPtr (* deleted node is the root ! *)
       end else begin
         (* block = make link from grandfather to left son *)
       end
     end else begin
       if FatherPtr^.LPtr=nil
       then begin (* deleted node has no left sub-tree *)
          if GrandFatherPtr=nil
          then begin 
            RootPtr:=FatherPtr^.RPtr (* deleted node is the root ! *)
          end else begin
            (* block = make link from grandfather to right son *)
          end (* if *)
        end else begin
          RightMost (FatherPtr);
           (* Procedure finds the rightmost node of the left sub-tree,  rewrites the data of father by found node, release the rightmost node and returns it in parameter for later disposing *)
          dispose (FatherPtr);
     end
   end
end; (* procedure *) 

We need to write detailed procedures: Delete, DeleteSearch and RighMost.

procedure Delete(var RootPtr:TPtr; K:TKey);
var
  FatherPtr,GradndFatherPtr:TPtr;
  procedure DeleteSearch(RootPtr:TPtr;K:TKey; 
                         var Found,FatherLeft:Boolean;
                         var FatherPtr,GrandFatherPtr:TPtr);
  (* the body of procedure will be introduced later *)

  procedure RightMost(var FatherPtr:TPtr);
  (* the body of procedure will be introduced later *)
begin
  DeleteSearch(RootPtr,K,Found,FatherLeft,FatherPtr,GradnFatherPtr);
  if Found
  then begin
    if FatherPtr^.RPtr=nil
    then 
      if GrandFatherPtr=nil
      then RootPtr :=FatherPtr^.LPtr    (* Deleted node is root with the only left son;  left son becomes root  *)
      else
       if Fatherleft (* attach left son to gradfather *)
       then GrandFatherPtr^.LPtr:=FatherPtr^.LPtr 
       else GrandFatherPtr^.RPtr:=FatherPtr^.LPtr
    else
      if FatherPtr^.LPtr=nil
      then
        if GrandFather=nil
        then RootPtr:=FatherPtr^.RPtr
        else 
          if FatherLeft (* attach right son to grandfather *)
          then GrandFatherPtr^.LPtr:=FatherPtr^.RPtr
          else GrandFatherPtr^.RPtr:=FatherPtr^.RPtr
      else Rightmost(Father);
    dispose(FatherPtr)
  end (* if Found *)
end; (* procedure *)


procedure DeleteSearch(RootPtr:TPtr;K:TKey; var 
                       Found,Fatherleft:Boolean;
                       vat FatherPtr,GrandFatherPtr:TPtr);
var
  Fin:Boolean (* cycle control variable *)
begin
  Found:=true;
  FatherPtr:=RootPtr;
  if RootPtr<>nil
  then
    if RootPtr^.Key=K
    then begin
      Found:=true; (* found is the root *)
      GrandFatherPtr=nil;
    end else begin
      Fin:=false;
      while not Fin do begin
        if FatherPtr^.Key=K
        then begin
          Found=true;
          Fin:=true;
        end else begin
          GrandFatherPtr:=FatherPtr;
          if Father^.Key > K
          then begin
            FatherLeft:=true;
            FatherPtr:=FatherPtr^.LPtr
          end else begin
            FatherLeft:=false;
            FatherPtr:=FatherPtr^.RPtr
          end;
        end; (*  if *)
        if FatherPtr=nil
        then Fin:=true
      end (* while *)
    end; (* if *)  
end (* procedure *)

procedure RightMost(var FatherPtr:TPtr);
var
  RMost:FatherRMost:TPtr;
begin
  RMost:=FatherPtr^.LPtr;
  if RMost^.RPtr<>nil
  then begin (* search for rightmost node *)
    repeat
      FatherRMost:=RMost;
      RMost:=RMost^.RPtr
    until RMost^.RPtr=nil;
    FatherRMost^.RPtr:=RMost^.LPtr
  end else begin (* RMost is rightmost itself *)
    FatherPtr^.LPtr:=RMost^.LPtr;
  end;
  
  FatherPtr^.Key:=RMost^.Key; (* rewritting the key *)
  FatherPtr^.Data:=RMost^.Data; (* rewritting the data *)
  FatherPtr:=RMost (* Father, in fact te RMost  will be disposed *)
end;

9.4.7. BST with the back-pointers (Monkey puzzle tree)
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BST with the back-pointer is used if there is good reason not to use  recursion  or stack. In other words, back-pointer is used to enable implementation of in-order pass without using stack or recursion..

Every node has the back pointer (the dashed arrow in the above mentioned figure ). The rules for back-pointer are as follows:
a) The back-pointer of the root is nil. 
b) The back-pointer of the left son points to its father.
c) The back-pointer of the right son points to the same place as father (right son inherits the pointer of his father). 
Note: The consequence of the a) and b) is that back-pointers of the nodes at right diagonal from the starting with the root are all nil.

The inorder pass has the form:

type
  TPtr=TPtrItem;
  TItem=record
    Key:TKey;
    Data:TData;
    LPtr,RPtr,BackPtr:TPtr
  end;

procedure LeftMost(RootPtr:TPtr; var LeftMostPtr:TPtr);
(* procedure returns the pointer of the leftmost node of RootPtr in the parameter LeftMostPtr *)
begin
  LeftMostPtr:=RootPtr;
  while RootPtr <> nil do begin
    LeftMostPtr:=RootPtr;
    RootPtr:=RootPtr^.LPtr
  end;

procedure Inorder(RootPtr:TPtr; var DL:TDlist);
(* procedure inserts processed nodes to output double linked list DL in "inorder" sequence using operation "DInsertLast"*)
var
  Fin:Boolean;
  LeftMostPtr:TPtr;
begin
  InitDList(DL); (* Initiation of the list *)
  LeftMost(RootPtr,LeftMostPtr);
  Fin:=LeftMostPtr<>nil;    (* Control variable of the cycle finalizing the cycle *)

  while not Fin do begin
    DInsertLast(DL, LeftMostPtr^.Data); (* Inserting the processed node into the output list *)
    if LeftMostPtr^.RPtr<>nil
    then LeftMost(LeftMostPtr^.RPtr, LeftMostPtr)
    else
      if LeftMostPtr^.BackPtr=nil   
      then Fin:=true
      else LeftMostPtr:=LeftMostPtr^.BackPtr  (* moving backward *)
  end;
end; (* procedure *)

When inserting the new node, the back-pointer is set:
	to point to the father node
	to point to the same node as its father (the back-pointer of father is copied to the back-pointer or the back-pointer is inherited from the father).

Deletion of the node needs some additional, if deleted node is the left son of its father and it has only one sub-tree. The necessary correction concerns to all nodes of the right diagonal of deleted node. 

Exercise: Draw a similar situation where deleted node is the right son of its father having only one sub-tree and prove that there is no corrective action needed. 
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